
C U S T O M E R  C A S E  S T U D Y

Copper Pearl (CP) is a fast growing Inc5000 merchant in the baby products space, targeting North American, Asian, Middle
Eastern and European customers through several eCommerce and wholesale channels. They are constantly innovating in
product development, resulting in a wide selection of both evergreen SKUs and new product introductions. The leadership
team has both set ambitious growth targets and want to achieve them in a capital efficient way balancing supply with
demand.

In order to meet the ambitious growth targets for the business, CP needs to steadily invest more into inventory to drive sales. Even
though the operations team is incredibly analytical and very comfortable in Excel, the process of finalizing each purchase order
was becoming unmanageable and was taking attention from other projects required to continue growing the company. Most
importantly, trying to track sales data on 2,000+ SKUs was becoming impossible which led to production runs adding excess
inventory into lower demand SKUs and not enough inventory into higher demand SKUs.

The leadership team at CP was spending over 3-4 days each month as part of the S&OP planning process. The process started
from pulling data from each of their siloed systems, combining them in excel, creating forecasts at the per-SKU and per-sales
channel level, preparing reports and then discussing as a team to arrive at a final consensus replenishment plan.

In addition, the manual process lacked rigor. Spreadsheets did not allow the team to account for periods of out of stock nor past
promotions when analyzing sales velocity, which biased their predictions about the future. This led to certain products or sales
channels selling out. In another case, Copper Pearl’s overstocked products were overflowing in the warehouse.
As a result, CP looked for a solution that could take their supply chain planning process to the next level.

The Copper Pearl Challenge

Demand and supply planning in real time

With Shypyard, Copper Pearl can now respond
rapidly to any changes in supply and demand,
resulting in both fewer out-of-stock situations
and reduced inventory levels.



With the world’s most reliable and agile SMB planning solution, Shypyard helps modern merchants around the world
revolutionize their planning process. Our cloud-based platform keeps all your data updated in real-time, and serves as the
command center for the end-to-end planning processes. With a transparent view of your end-to-end supply chain, all
stakeholders can easily stay updated on critical business operations. With Shypyard, your business can react to changes in
your business faster, leading to higher quality decisions and improved financial performance. From implementation to
expansion, we’re here to provide customers with peace of mind throughout their supply chain planning processes.

CP chose Shypyard’s supply chain planning solution because of the reliability gave them
peace of mind that their supply chain processes would be well-managed and the
flexibility allowed them to rapidly respond to any fluctuations in demand or supply. This
has helped increase revenue by preventing stock-outs in trending product lines and
improve cash flow by reducing inventory overstock in less popular items.

In addition to providing rigorous analysis and forecasting, Shypyard provides reliable
real-time inventory metrics, which alerted the CP operations team when the warehouse
staff misplaced a portion of inventory. CP was able to use this data to locate the
misplaced inventory quickly.

Analyses that had previously tied up the leadership team for days can now be completed
automatically through the platform in a matter of a few hours. For example, CP can
interactively tweak their demand plan for important SKUs (top selling, newly introduced)
and immediately see the implication on future inventory needs. With multiple users
within the same customer using Shypyard, the transparent and explainable process
allowed the team to align operations efficiently across supply chain process.

Adding up the benefits

The Shypyard Advantage: Reliability and Flexibility

Shypyard has enabled Copper Pearl to improve everyday operations efficiency in
demand planning and replenishment. More importantly, the flexibility of the system has
helped increase collaboration, allowing CP to be more competitive in the marketplace.
“Shypyard’s reliability makes it the go-to platform,” concludes Tyler H, CEO
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“
 

We’d need to expedite
inventory in via expensive
air freight that should
have been planned better
and shipped via ocean
freight. Shypyard has
helped us better plan our
production...  saving
thousands of dollars in
expensive air freight bills.

End-to-end supply chain
visibility

Analysis tools that allow any
user to see any metric quickly

Complex analyses (out-of-stock,
BOM, etc) performed automatically

Improved forecasting through 
accurate historical demand data

Benefits of using Shypyard
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